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OUR FAMILY
HELPING

YOUR FAMILY

The following guide is designed to help you better understand the process of selling your home 
in today’s marketplace. We hope that you will find this guide helpful as you navigate through the 
process and we look forward to being a resource for you along the way. 

“Our Mission is to facilitate the process of buying and selling real estate, by providing best in-class service 
through quality communication, education and a clear understanding of the real estate market. Our 
success comes from our dedication to maintaining the highest standards of integrity and trust with our 
clients and colleagues. Above all, our ultimate goal is to serve the communities we live in, be a valuable 
resource to our clients, and to continue to fulfill hopes and dreams through real estate.”  

Team Broady
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This initial appointment will take place at your house. It will give us the 
opportunity to meet and get to know each other while allowing you to take 
us on a tour of your home. During this time we can gather detailed informa-
tion about your property.

Property Walk-Through

This is a detailed and comprehensive report which will provide you with an 
estimated value of your home. We encourage all potential sellers to meet 
with us in person, at our office in Pointe Claire, to review and discuss this 
report. If this is not possible, we can also do this by way of video confer-
ence call. We will show you not only the current “as-is” value of your home, 
but also the potential added value that could be unlocked by following our 
strategic plan. We will present you with different options for pricing and 
marketing strategies custom-suited to your situation. This meeting usually 
takes between 60-90 minutes.

Comparable Market Analysis

Once you’ve committed to working with our Team, we will meet to prepare 
and sign contracts and review all pertinent documentation.

Preparation and Verification
of Documents

We will review your current certificate of location and determine if a new 
one will need to be ordered. If a new certificate is required, we will look af-
ter ordering it for you to make sure it is completed in a timely fashion. 
*The cost of a new certificate is not included in our fees.

Certificate of Location

If you choose to work with our team to sell your home, here is a list of the services we provide that are included in our 
fees and the order in which they will most likely transpire.
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We take great care in preparing your listing for Centris. We take the time to 
write descriptive property remarks to attract as many buyers as possible. 
We like to strategically launch a listing on a Wednesday or Thursday and tie 
it in with a first Sunday open house followed by a Tuesday brokers’ caravan. 
We want to maximize the impact of that very first week on the market.

Listing Preparation and 
Strategic Launch Date

We are partnered with a digital marketing agency who looks after all of 
our social media and website platforms. Your listing will be featured in our 
email marketing campaigns which are sent to our long-standing database 
of clients. We also send out direct mail to almost 15,000 homes across the 
West Island each month. We want to make sure your home gets the maxi-
mum amount of exposure it possibly can.

Social Media, Websites,
Email and Print Marketing

Although optional, these are additional services we offer.  They allow us 
to personally showcase your home to potential buyers without having to 
book an appointment and to market to local brokers who are actively work-
ing with qualified buyers. We also have a unique approach to open houses, 
where we leverage the power of your neighbours. They are potentially a 
home-seller’s greatest allies and often advocates for your community and 
your street. Be sure to ask us about it!

Public Open Houses
and Brokers’ Caravans

We hire our professional photographer to come in and take both interior 
and exterior photos. They will also use a 3D camera to create a virtual tour 
and floor plans of your home.

Professional Photography /
3D Virtual Tours / Floor Plans

We will conduct a home staging consultation customized uniquely to you.  
We will provide you with a checklist of to-do items to complete before a 
certain date. We can also put you in touch with a professional home stager 
if this is the route you choose to take.
*Professional home staging and furniture rentals are not included in our fees.

Home Staging Consultation

If you choose to do a pre-listing building inspection this is something
we will coordinate for you. After you have received the inspection report, 
we will thoroughly review it with you and provide you with recommenda-
tions on items that we feel you should either fix, or obtain estimates for. We 
have good relationships with reliable tradespeople who will make them-
selves readily available to you in these situations. 
*The cost of the inspection is not included in our fees.

Pre-Listing Building Inspection

Because every seller’s situation is unique, we work together to establish the 
best procedures for showing your home efficiently and effectively.

Scheduling and
Coordinating Visits

We try our best to provide you with feedback from every visit. This won’t 
usually come immediately after a visit, as most buyers like to take some 
time to reflect. 

Providing Constructive
Feedback from Visits

We carefully screen any potential buyers who inquire about your property 
and ensure that they are financially qualified.

Pre-Qualifying Potential Buyers
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We feel it’s important to keep you up to speed on the market while your 
home is for sale. We will notify you of any new listings, sales and price re-
ductions on homes that are direct competition to yours.

Market Updates

Real estate negotiation is a skill developed through training and experience. 
Our objective is to optimize the potential for multiple offers, and to capi-
talize on the best possible outcome in these situations. This also involves 
careful coordination of dates, financing, and other factors, especially when 
selling and then buying, or vice-versa. 

Receiving and
Negotiating Offers 

We are in constant communication with the collaborating parties to ensure 
that financing approval, building inspections, and any other conditions are 
fulfilled within the prescribed time delays.

Fulfillment of Conditions

This involves submitting all necessary documents to the acting notary and 
communicating pro-actively to minimize the risk of there being any un-
pleasant surprises (title insurance, minor exemptions, transmissions, etc.).

Notary Preparations

Advising you on moving preparations, and being a liaison between you and 
the buyer for any after-sale requirements (measurements for furniture, es-
timates for future renovations, etc.).

Planning to Move

Being present at the notary for the signing and ensuring that the closing 
process runs smoothly.

Closing
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4.75% + taxes 
(2.75% to Team Broady / 2% to collaborating broker)

Everything listed under “Our Services” plus we include the following 
additional services and benefits:

• Narrated property video including drone footage
• Story-Selling - Professionally designed and printed brochure
• Member of Team Broady present during every visit
• We cover the cost of a pre-sale inspection
* Choice of building inspector to be mutually agreeable.

4.5% + taxes
(2.5% to Team Broady / 2% to collaborating broker)

Everything listed under “Our Services”

4.25% + taxes
(2.25% to Team Broady / 2% to collaborating broker)

Everything listed under “Our Services” excluding the following services 
and benefits:

• 3D Virtual Tour
• Floor plans
• Catered Broker’s Caravan Lunch
• Staging Consultation or Virtual Staging

GOLD PACKAGE

SILVER PACKAGE

BRONZE PACKAGE

Real estate fees (also known as commission) are established at the time of signing an Exclusive Brokerage Contract for 
the sale of a property. When a property is listed, the total commission is typically split with the collaborating broker 
who represents the buyer in the transaction. Once an offer to purchase is firm and final, the invoice for real estate fees 
is sent to the acting notary. The notary then pays the invoice from the proceeds of the sale at the time of the signing. 

We’re often asked the question: “Are real estate fees negotiable?”
The simple answer is, “Yes”. 

As independent brokers, we have the discretion to charge whatever rate of commission we choose, as long is it’s 
agreed upon by the seller.  There are certain industry standards, which usually fall between 4% - 5% of the sale price 
(plus applicable taxes – GST / QST).

There will always be brokers out there who are willing to work for less, sometimes as low as 2%-3%, just as there are 
brokers who may charge as much as 6%-7%. But like most things in life, you tend to get what you pay for.

After years of experience, we have learned that different sellers have different priorities, and that not all commission 
structures are one-size-fits-all. Therefore, we offer a couple of different options.
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BEFORE AFTER

When listing your home for sale, you’re most likely hoping to get top dollar. Did you know home staging is one way to 
maximize your home’s value and give you the most return on your investment (ROI)? 

Many people are hesitant to spend a substantial amount of money to potentially obtain a higher selling price… but 
guess what? Statistics prove that home staging really is worth it - and you don’t always have to spend that much. 

If your home is empty, it’s a perfect candidate for professional home staging, but what if you are still living in your 
home? We don’t expect you to pack up and move out. Instead, we will often tell you what you need to remove to help 
de-personalize and de-clutter your home. We try to use your existing furniture while perhaps incorporating a few 
new pieces that will help showcase your home to its fullest potential.  

Making small changes such as hanging new curtains, adding area rugs, switching out old bedding and towels for new 
white linens, adding some new throw pillows, installing new light fixtures, and a fresh coat of paint can make a huge 
difference. 

When it comes to curtains, we suggest white. Remember to always hang them as close to the ceiling as possible and 
make sure they hit the floor. It’s the best way to make any room appear larger.

Area rugs ground a room. They should be big enough that at least the front legs of each piece of furniture in the room 
are on it. In the bedroom, your area rug should extend at least two feet beyond the bed as well as on each side. If you 
skimp on size, your room will look smaller.
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If professional home staging is not within your budget, there is a second, more cost-effective method… going the 
digital route. For virtual staging, photos of empty rooms are taken and then “dressed up” using 3D virtual design 
programs. This type of staging superimposes furniture, curtains, and décor items and can even add artwork directly 
into your listing photos. With buyers shopping for homes online this can be a great way to entice them to book a visit.

BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE AFTER

Artwork can also make a difference when it comes to home staging. It doesn’t have to be expensive, but it should 
always be hung at eye-level to ensure that it’s admired comfortably.

New, white towels and linens give your bedrooms and bathroom that fresh, hotel-feel, which buyers love. Upgrading 
your light fixtures, and a fresh coat of paint are also excellent ways to transform your home without spending too 
much money. Investing a few thousand dollars on these upgrades will surely pay off and help you get a maximum 
return on your investment.

In some instances, if it’s possible for you to move out entirely (maybe you have a country home, or you’ve already 
bought a property) then renting home-staging furniture may be the way to go. We know a few professional home 
stagers that we can refer to you for this. This usually costs around $3000-$5000 per month. 
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We strongly suggest that all sellers obtain a written report from a certified 
building inspector before listing their home. This way, you will be aware of 
any problems well in advance and have the time to further evaluate these 
issues without any pressure or time constraints.

The mistake many sellers make is to wait for the buyer to do their own in-
spection first. This strategy can be a recipe for disaster.  If a buyer discovers 
a problem or a surprise during their inspection, they will usually do one of 
two things:

Imagine the stress levels involved when facing these two possible scenarios under the pressure of deadlines following 
an accepted offer. It can be an absolute nightmare!

This is why the pre-listing inspection is so important. When a potential problem is flagged by an inspector, they will 
often recommend further investigation by an expert. This could include things like plumbing or electrical issues, 
foundation or structural problems, roof repairs, or even soil testing. It is usually wise to then obtain estimates, per-
haps make a few minor repairs, and perform any necessary tests. Once this information has been gathered, which can 
sometimes take weeks, we will then decide together if it will have any impact on your asking price or potential sale 
value. We can then list your property with full disclosure, declaring all known problems with complete transparency. 
We will then ensure that any interested buyers will have taken these items into consideration when making their offer 
- which practically eliminates the risk of a deal going sour due to inspection. If anything, it helps ward off problematic 
buyers before they become a problem.

Below are the names of a few reliable, qualified, building inspectors.

Kris King – Checklist Inspections 
1-844-99-check (24325)
www.checklistinspections.com

Paul Duey - Pro-Inspexx 
(514) 966-6309
www.pro-inspexx.com

Gary Bloomfield or Kevin Lantaff - Enspeco 
(514) 945-7732
www.enspeco.ca

1 Negotiate a price reduction

Cancel their offer2
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1 THE TRUE MARKET VALUE OF YOUR HOME IS BASED UPON:

(What a prudent buyer is willing to pay for a property that has been given sufficient time and exposure to the market)

• Today’s market

• Today’s competition

• Today’s financing conditions (i.e., interest rates)

• Today’s economic conditions

• Today’s political conditions

• The buyer’s perception of the condition of the property

• The location

HOW CAN YOU MAXIMIZE YOUR PROPERTY’S VALUE?

• By improving the way your home shows
(Update decor, clean, declutter - decide if home staging is right for you)

• By pricing your home correctly

• By improving the condition through renovations or repairs

THE TRUE MARKET VALUE OF YOUR HOME IS NOT BASED UPON:

• How much you have invested in your home

• How much you need to get out of it

• How much your home is appraised for by the bank

• How much you heard your neighbour’s home sold for

• How much your municipal assessment is

• How much your home is insured for

• How much prices of homes are where you are moving

2

3
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• Certificate of location (current)

• Deed of Sale

• Deed of Loan (if applicable)

• Copy of current tax bills (municipal & school)

• Bills/receipts for proof of any renovations or major repairs

(especially for new roof, furnace, heat pump or central air)

• Copy of Rental Agreement for Hot Water Tank, Furnace, Propane Tank, etc. (if applicable)

• Copies of Utility bills (Hydro and Oil or Gas)

• Copies of Leases (if applicable)

• Deed of Acquittance (if applicable)

• Deed of Transmission/Mandate/Power of Attorney (if applicable)

• Copy of Separation/Divorce Agreement (if applicable)

Copies of the following documents are required before we can list your home
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If you are discharging your closed mortgage before the end of its term, your 
lender will most likely charge you a penalty. It is best to confirm the amount 
with your financial institution.

MORTGAGE PENALTY 

The acting notary will charge the seller administrative fees at the time 
of closing. These fees are associated with title searches and verifications 
made with the municipality regarding tax adjustments etc. They may also 
charge service fees associated with their trust account for deposits and 
transfers (usually about $300). If you have a mortgage or line of credit regis-
tered against the property, the notary will prepare a deed of acquittance to 
deregister and clear any debts against the title (usually about $1000 per ac-
quittance). * Also – if you obtain bridge financing for your next property, some 
notaries will charge for those services as well, possibly another $200 - $300. 

NOTARY FEES

If your old one does not show your property in its present state or if it is 
more than 10 years old, a new one will need to be ordered. The cost is nor-
mally $1200 plus tax and takes 6-8 weeks to arrive in the mail. 

CERTIFICATE OF LOCATION

Should your certificate of location reveal anything about your property 
that does not conform to municipal by-laws, you may be required to pur-
chase title insurance. The cost is approximately 0.1% of the sale price of  
the property.

TITLE INSURANCE

Municipal and school taxes, as well as water taxes (if applicable) are adjust-
ed at the time of closing and calculated based on the date of occupancy.  
The same can apply for fuel consumption such as heating oil or propane. 

ADJUSTMENTS

PLEASE NOTE: The proceeds of the sale will not be disbursed to you for at least 2-3 business days following the signing. 

*Be advised that should you be moving outside the country, 50% of the proceeds of your sale may be withheld by the 
acting notary for up to 6 months. We recommend consulting an accountant or tax attorney.
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Our outstanding client service, extensive marketing resources and deep roots in 
our community have been the foundation of our continued success. 

Our team consists of 4 full-time real estate brokers and a full-time trans-
action coordinator. We also partner with a digital marketing agency, pro-
fessional photographers, videographers, home stagers, graphic designers 
and a website management team. This allows us to devote more time and 
attention to you. 

Communication is key. We understand that having your calls, texts and 
emails returned promptly is important. We will keep you informed of all 
relevant market activity while your home is for sale. We will be in touch 
with you within 24 - 48 hours to provide feedback from every visit. Our 
team is here to serve you seven days a week including evenings. 

Almost half of our business is derived from referrals from past clients, oth-
er realtors, and multinational relocation firms that reach out to us to look 
after their corporate clientele. They have the confidence to refer their fam-
ilies, friends, colleagues and clients because they trust that we will deliver 
impeccable service due to our outstanding reputation. 

TEAMWORK

COMMUNICATION

Our team maintains anywhere from 20 to 40 pre-qualified, active buyers 
under exclusive contract. Our buyers know that we have a pipeline of new 
listings hitting the market on a regular basis. If we feel that any of our buy-
ers are a good fit for a home like yours, we will always give you the option 
to explore those opportunities.

OUR BUYERS

REFERRALS
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Our goal is to maintain long-term client relation-
ships. We subscribe to the “client for life” philoso-
phy and will be a resource to you long after you have 
settled into your new home. 

CLIENTS FOR LIFE

We take great pride in giving back and are involved 
in many aspects of community life. Team Broady ac-
tively supports the Alzheimer Society of Montreal, 
the West Island Women’s Shelter, and various local 
community pools and sports teams.

COMMUNITY

Over the years, we have compiled an extensive list of 
trusted industry professionals, ranging from plumb-
ers and electricians, to painters and handymen - 
many of whom we have personally used ourselves. 
Whatever the job entails... we have a reliable contact 
we can recommend. 

OUR ROLODEX
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When you select a Royal LePage broker to market your property, you are tapping into 
the resources and talents of Canada’s largest and most successful real estate company. 
With over 20,000 brokers, Royal LePage has an unparalleled network of real estate of-
fices across the country, as well as the world’s largest referral network (170,000 associ-
ates world-wide) to give your property exposure  to buyers from your neighbourhood 
and around the globe.
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Mark has been working with real estate buyers, sellers, and investors since 2010. Now fo-
cusing on representing sellers, Mark prides himself on his attention to detail, his ability 
to inspire others, and his creative thinking. He joined Team Broady after an adventurous 
career in the music business, in which he co-founded and ran an independent record 
label. Besides his passion for real estate, Mark is an avid outdoorsman. He enjoys camp-
ing, hiking, hunting, fishing, and backcountry skiing. You might also find him practicing 
yoga, meditation, or pursuing some other form of spiritual enlightenment. Mark is also 
committed to helping make our local community a better place. He volunteers and par-
ticipates in several fundraisers each year for both the Alzheimer Society of Montreal, 
and the Royal LePage Shelter foundation. He currently lives in Lachine with his wife and 
three kids. 

MARK BROADY

Catherine joined the real estate world in 2007, after having spent six years teaching 
Grade 5 at Kuper Academy, a private school in the West Island. Having always had an 
interest in real estate, design and renovating, joining Team Broady seemed like the per-
fect fit. In fact, Catherine had her first experience in real estate back in 2001 at the age 
of 23, when she bought her very first property. Since then, she has gone on to buy and 
renovate numerous  properties with her husband - currently owning four investment 
properties together. Catherine is known for her impeccable organizational skills, and 
she prides herself on her attention to detail and efficiency. Catherine loves downhill ski-
ing, golfing, hosting parties for her friends, and bowling with her new bowling league! 
She lives in Pointe-Claire South with her husband and little boy.

CATHERINE BROADY

Jessica joined Team Broady in 2022. Before pursuing real estate, she spent close to 10 
years in Calgary where she obtained a marketing diploma, and a bachelor’s degree in 
communications and public relations. With an eye for design and a flair for event plan-
ning she decided to launch her own wedding planning business. Eventually, Jessica and 
her husband heard Montreal calling. Becoming a real estate broker seemed like the per-
fect fit because much like a wedding, real estate involves guiding people into making one 
of life’s biggest moments a reality. As a buyer specialist, Jessica is armed with incredible 
attention to detail, and a friendly and approachable personality. When she’s not chas-
ing after her twins, you’ll find Jessica spending time with her horse in Saint-Lazare, or 
working in her vegetable garden.

JESSICA ROUSSEAU
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Renée entered the real estate industry in 2021 and was able to learn the ropes from her 
mother Jane, who has been in the business since 2006. After two years working on her 
own, Renée decided to join Team Broady in 2023 to gain more experience while working 
with a fast-paced, top-producing team. She brings with her a wealth of local knowledge 
and is committed to providing exceptional service. A graduate of the University of West-
ern Ontario, Renée initially ventured into broadcasting, later transitioning to sales and 
marketing where she honed her relationship management and customer service skills 
for over 20 years. As a devoted single mother of two, Renée understands the delicate 
balance of managing parenthood, a busy household, and a bustling career. Her passion 
lies in helping buyers discover their perfect home, guided by honesty, integrity, determi-
nation, and grit. Having been through a divorce, Renée has first-hand experience of the 
challenges that may come with it and can be a guiding light to anyone going through a 
divorce or separation. In her spare time Renée loves spending time with her kids, getting 
outside with her bernedoodle Bo, rolling up her sleeves in the kitchen, or planning her 
next home renovation or design project.

RENÉE OUELLETTE

Libby is the founding member of Team Broady and has served the West Island commu-
nity for over 36 years. Although now retired, Libby’s clientele still rely on Team Broady 
for all things related to real estate.  She is quite the matriarch, with four kids and eight 
grandchildren. Throughout her career, Libby embodied the culture and values of the 
Royal LePage brand. She was consistently recognized as one of the top donors for the 
Royal LePage Shelter Foundation, Canada’s largest public foundation dedicated exclu-
sively to funding women’s shelters, violence prevention and education programs. At 
age 78, Libby finally decided it was time to retire, after being recognized as a Lifetime 
Member of the National Chairman’s Club, the highest sales distinction awarded by Royal 
LePage. Talk about going out on top! If you’re looking for Libby, you may find her out for 
one of her daily walks along the water in Pointe-Claire, or perhaps participating in one 
of her many activities which include bowling, playing mahjong or bridge, golfing, skiing, 
or spending quality time with her family or closest friends. 

LIBBY BROADY

Working with Royal LePage since 2018, Sherry joined Team Broady in 2020 as the 
team’s transaction coordinator. In her previous life outside of real estate, Sherry had a 
successful career in consumer retail where she managed franchise operations for the 
Asia Pacific regions of one of Canada’s most notable retailers. With well-honed man-
agement skills and an eye for detail, Sherry ensures that both Team Broady, and her two 
children Lauren and Liam, stay organized and on top of their  responsibilities. When 
she’s not driving kids back and forth from tutoring, the pool, and the hockey rink, you 
can find Sherry out for early morning walks in Beaconsfield with her husband David, 
where they have lived since 2012.

SHERRY TU
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We have been working with Team Broady for almost 20 years. 
Libby helped us purchase our home in Kirkland and we’ve re-
ferred the team to friends over the years. Most recently Catherine 
helped us sell my parent’s home - listing, pictures, visits, all done 
by Catherine with really limited effort on our part! She is knowl-
edgeable, efficient, always available, a real pleasure to work with. 
Will continue to highly recommend and will of course use the 
team for future needs. Thanks Catherine (and Libby!).

KELLI DIORIO

Manon and I wanted to THANK YOU for the incredible job you 
did in selling our home. Your guidance, steadfast direction and 
support through the process was above and beyond fantastic. 
Your attention to detail and prompt response to all correspon-
dence was impeccable….You are exceptional at what you do and 
all who have you as their agent will be in the very best of hands.

ANTHONY WICE

Our broker, Mark Broady was extremely professional. He be-
lieved in the potential of our home and he quickly gained our 
trust. Team Broady’s marketing strategies are excellent. Mark al-
ways listened carefully to our needs and we felt he was always 
looking out for our best interest. Our house sold very quickly for 
more than we had ever expected. This was the fifth time selling a 
home and Mark Broady is by far the best agent we have ever had. 
We highly recommend him.

PAUL-ALEXANDRE MALENFANT-BEAULIEU

Catherine Broady, the agent who recently sold my condo, was 
professional, honest, and had integrity. I felt comfortable con-
tacting her whenever necessary and always received an answer 
to my concerns. Working with her was stress free and I sensed 
from my earliest interactions with her, that she was trustworthy.

CARYLLE DOHERTY

Great end to end service, expertise, and advice. Team Broady 
handled pitfalls quickly and with resolve. Their team dynamic 
was extremely helpful as they were able to have our home listed 
very quickly after notification of intent. We were very satisfied 
with the process as we await final signatures and delivery.

JOSH AND ALEXANDRA 
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